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Why Now?

COVID-19

Cost of 
living crisis

Russia’s 
full-scale 

invasion of 
Ukraine

Increasing 
wealth gap 
/ inequality

Erosion of 
trust in 

institutions
Intersecting crises 
that create fertile 

territory for 
disinformation, hate 

and radicalisation
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Climate Mis- and Disinformation vs. Other Issue Sets
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Similarities

• Increasingly decentralised and organic

• Co-opted into the ‘culture wars’ and 
posted alongside other false or 
misleading content (e.g. elections, 
vaccines, migration, racial justice)

• Growing use of memes and video

• Focus on scapegoating individuals 
(e.g. Greta Thunberg, George Soros)

• Importance of catchphrases, 
repetition and astroturfing 

• Underlying central theme: mistrust 
of institutions and ‘global elites’

Differences

• Historically more professionalised -
including front, PR and lobby groups 
plus paid and traditional media

• Billions of dollars invested by 
industry each year

• Established set of think tanks and 
commentators

• More financial stakeholders                
(e.g. relative to anti-migrant or anti-
LGBTQ+ disinformation) 
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Discourses of Delay
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Discourses of Delay

Comic version    
(Cecile Keller)

https://www.celineke
ller.com/discourses-
of-climate-delay
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Deny, Deceive, Delay 
Vol. 1 & 2

Overheated: Mapping Climate and the Culture Wars Online  (ISD 2023)
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Greenwashing Techniques: Deny, Deceive, Delay Vol. 2 
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• From January to September 
2021, just 16 companies ran 
over 1700 sponsored ads 
containing climate mis- or 
disinformation on Facebook 
and Instrgram. This generated 
upwards of $4.8 million in 
revenue for Meta Inc.

• In 2022, 3,781 ads were 
active from fossil fuel-linked 
entities in the months before 
and during COP27, earning 
$3-4 million for Meta Inc.
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Hidden in Plain Sight: PR, Front and ‘Citizen-Led’ Groups
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In our COP27 dataset, the top 10 pages for ad volume or spend                  
were almost all linked to the fossil fuel industry –

how many would you have spotted?



What’s In a Word?
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The vocabulary of 
greenwashing is 
evolving and finding 
new gatekeepers to 
convince the public
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An Actor-Based Approach to Advertising
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If a company only invests 5% in renewable energies versus 95% in fossil fuels, 
should it be allowed to advertise its support for wind and solar or call itself a 

‘climate champion’? 

Is this consumer fraud?


